
   

     WINTER    2016 - 2017  

Chair’s Report 

Had you  asked me the possibility  a year ago that we would be headed out of the EU and for a Donald Trump Presidency in the USA,  

I would have been  sceptical.  But once the June event had happened, the second political upset of the year seemed possible if not  

probable.   Here we  are—in a country I found almost unrecognisable in the aftermath—and we still have no idea where we shall end  

up.  When in  Szeged in September, we were asked to explain Brexit, the feelings of shock &  incredulity were still palpable.   

 
 
      
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

             Gilly at the Cambridge Bridge Fair stall, May. 

        

 

 

  London  pro EU march  July  Szeged Town Hall. May 
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                   Night view up the Tisza, May 

     
                                      
                   
         Hate crime and abuse  of “foreigners” has  increased to a worrying degree.  Tolerance it seems is                     

         almost a dirty word.  Cambridge University will be losing billions in research grants and despite  

             urging from many quarters, the government still will not confirm they will not count students and  

                                                  academics in their count of  “immigrants”.     Nor, shamefully, will it guarantee the rights of all EU  

         citizens already here.    This is not the country which accepted my parents in the 1930s  nor some of  

          our members in 1956!    

         Twinning does not depend on EU membership, however, and the City Council have given several 

                   reassurances that they recognise its importance.  Plans are in hand for 2017—the 30th Anniversary  

of  Twinning with a varied programme of talks, Drama, Artistic co-operation & Exhibitions & Talks - on everything from medicine  

and collaborations in research with Addenbrooke’s, to Art and Poetry, the first Wildlife Tour for ACE, will be led by Kevin Hand— 

who delighted some of us with his photos in October, will also tell us about the tour after the event. Other items such as  the ARU  

film series are also planned—with Len Rix to tell us about his translation work for Szabo’s “the Door.”.  The calendar continues to  

expand pleasantly.  2016 ended with the pleasure of the second visit from Szeged’s  KamaraMűhely visiting again—maintaining the  

link with St  Catharine’s College & the Girls’ Choir.  Further choral exchanges are  under discussion . Some dates are still t/b/ c  - so  

please watch the website www.cambridge-szeged-sciety.org.uk & Friends on Facebook  for details.  The full programme will be pub-

lished as soon as possible, with a wide variety of events—in both cities. 



Other Exhibition and recital possibilities are being slotted into a calendar – for what should be a very busy year—with 2 local artists 

Rita Morton & Iona Howard  going to Bridge Fair in May. 2017.  This year’s artist, Gilly really enjoyed her visit, her reaction follows in 

her report...…..     Looking back - 2016 took off  with some energy!  Apart from early concerts, the first task  was to organise a 2 day   

 Symposium on Liveable Cities & Renewable Energy  - to which  

  Szeged sent over 20 delegates.  Receiving these details on the way to            

  Heathrow to fly o St Petersburg,  I had under 6 weeks in which to get  

  venues/ speakers/ food organised on my return.  With many thanks  

  to the Guildhall, we actually got this sorted.   There were a few nights  

  with rather less sleep than I might have liked!  Discussion was lively,  

  with excellent contributions from Cllr. Lewis Herbert, some amazing  

  simultaneous translation by Gabor  Nagy  of  DARTKE—and some   

  more collaborative work on “smart cities” projects to follow. 

  We also enjoyed 4 lovely concerts over the year; with more to come.            
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As we go into 2017—a year to celebrate 30 years of  twinning— we have an exciting and varied draft programme  and  more people 

are offering items all the time, which is a great  delight.  So many talented people with so much to offer !    The scope includes Medical 

Research, Art, Folk & Classical music, Literature, possibly another Coin & Medal Exhibition, Film, possibly a Drama Exchange, and 

continuing Musical Exchanges.   

I will leave James Oram, our Treasurer to put the financial picture in order—once we finally received our delayed grant— we have 

managed to keep our concerts  “free with retiring collection”  - but the 30th Anniversary Celebrations will take more than our  normal 

funds, so additional sponsorship will be very welcome.  Any suggestions on raising sponsorship welcome! 

At the moment, confirmation is awaited for the mayoral exchange visits,  by Mayor Dr. Botka to Cambridge—and vice versa.  The 

Mentés Másként—now Quartet rather than Trio with the addition of flautist Elöd —would feature in the Big Day Out and at Sounds 

Green in the Botanical Gardens in July, and harp, piano, and vocal recitals are possibilities—although without fixed dates as yet.   

In September, Szeged felt friendly as always, although all were askance at Brexit  — and everyone seems to have just had or be having 

babies.  Following   Tűndé   &  Géza’s example, the first was Daniel,   then Adam & Eva  with  twins  -   also called Adam &  Eva., 

then Réka…. Who next, I  wondered?   My  friend Eszter in Budapest soon answered that question..   Congratulations  to them a ll.  

In December we again welcomed the Fabri family with its  newest member, just- walking Maria Piroska, (very well  behaved) and  

Daniel Lipták, Réka, Agi and Tibor and their  gifted pupils—for performances in London & Cambridge .  While they were here, the 

exciting news arrived—Tunde’s  12 year old pupil winning an international folk music  competition.  A considerable accolade. 

We had a great trip to London with the KamaraMűhely in December— walking many miles to cram in some sights and a river trip 

from Westminster to the Tower  of  London.  With that and a joint performance  with the Catz girls, assisted by the HCC/ Belassi 

Institute in the evening, there were some very tired people on the coach back!  They still managed a concert the next night and of 

course, a party! 



Finally on the admin. side:- —The Committee are very over-stretched in the amount of administrative work input, if you have skills 

to offer, this is YOUR society for maintaining and enhancing relations between our two wonderful cities.  Dr. Robert Dudas has 

kindly agreed to join the Committee, which will be a great help. What input  would you like  to make??   Let me know!   Please!   

   Peaceful fish soup 

fun,   September 

  

 Cllr. Lewis Herbert    

 at the 

 Cambridge    

 symposium 

 

Thanks as always are due :- to Edward Wickham for  maintaining the choral exchange link—and the HCC for their assistance with 

the London event, most of all to our talented friends from Szeged and to Tibor Papp who always makes things happen.—somehow!  

Thanks also to Wolfson College Music Association here  for a good on-going collaboration, & Mike & Mark of the Mawson Road 

Community Orchestra—fur a fun “workshop” & I hope future collaboration—and the City Council for our grant. 

2017:- At present we have offers of  musical recitals from:- Agatha Pethers (BBC Young Chorister of the Year 2015-160, Xavier 

Hetherington (tenor), Ervin Nagy (Piano),  Tyrone Landau (tenor), Francis Knights (clavichord), Flora Olász (harp), also later in the 

year we hope for:- Talks on Hungarian Music by Dr Laszlo Stacho, on the  First Wildlife Tour—from Kevin Hand after he has 

led the first  one, on King Lear from Prof. Rowland Wymer, and if we can manage  it, a drama exchange of a Shakespeare produc-

tion...for which a few hurdles exist, but we are working on it!  In August or early September, a Talk by Prof. Howard Robinson previ-

ously vice-rector of Central European University.  In October ARU will screen the remarkable : Márta Mészáros’  FILM “Diary for 

My Children”.  In July, to mark the 30th Anniversary, an exchange of Mayoral visits is hoped for,  and The Big Day Out  will fea-

ture the Mentés Másként Quartet (Tűndé, Géza, Daniel & Elöd)  on Parker’s Piece, on the 8th/9th of  July.- I hope this time 

not floundering in the mud!. On 5th July they will be in the Botanical Gardens. Please note for your diaries & support,  The 2017 

Events for  early months of the year:- 

 February      (15)      TALK by George Szirtes – Recent work, Putting events into Verse. at Anglia Ruskin University – 
   LAB 006  at 18.30 

 March  (7)  visit by Prof. Laszlo Vecsei – (invited by Prof. A Coles) – TALK  Kynurenines and neurological  
   disorders: therapeutic perspectives. @ Neurosciences Seminar Room, Level 2 , Ward Block,     
  Addenbrooke’s. Hospital Presentation from c. 2.00 p.m. – (N.B individual permission will be needed from   
              Prof. Alasdair Coles  to attend this, it is not open to the public). 

 March           (16)      FILM by  Szabo, The Door – and introduction TALK by its translator, Len Rix @ARU-  
    LAB 003 at 1 8.30 

 April              (4)    visit by Prof. Gyuri Szonyi – TALK - “Hungarian Art, an often overlooked chapter in Modern  
                                             Cultural History @ ARU LAB 027                      - and  much more to  come, so enjoy the year. 
Watch the website www.cambridge-szeged-society.org.uk & Friends of...  Facebook. Enjoy the year!     (Julia Seiber Boyd)   

 Also note the Fun & Crafts Event on 29/04/2017 most of the day —Hungarians in Cambridge  at  Bar Hill 
Sports & Social Club  - organised by Bernadette  

ALSO  Please Note, The AGM - will take place later in the spring—please watch for the date & venue.  

A Tale of Two Cities By Gilly Marklew,   (Cambridge local artist for Szeged's Bridge Fair  2016) 

I was very honoured to be chosen by Julia, from Cambridge Drawing Society exhibitors, to represent the city in  

prints of my water colours of Cambridge, as part of promoting the twinning between the cities.  Coincidentally, my recent reading has 

been Dickens’ Tale of Two Cities - and parts were brought back to me frequently. 

I had never visited Hungary before and had a vague collage in mind of agricultural scenes, colourful native costume and tempera-

ments drawn om my experience of Russian and Mediterranean people - loud, ebullient and rich in gesticulation, their conversation 

flowing over you like a stream. 

https://www.facebook.com/bhssc/
https://www.facebook.com/bhssc/


        Posters for end 2016 and spring 2017                          KamaraMűhely in London 

Trinity Librarian, Nicolas Bell, shows                                                                                          

Wren Library, Trinity College 

 

Seeing Szeged's breath-taking beauty, sophistication and culture, populated by quiet, polite and dignified people - even restrained 

in a festival setting, seemed almost a utopian film set.  I felt strangely at home but it was also somehow nostalgic with memories 

of a slower pace of life, with respect for others- maybe lost to us half a , with respect for others- maybe lost to us half a century 

ago.  Enjoying the streets and squares on foot, appreciating the styles, European and Islamic and my own special Art Deco and 

Art Nouveau favourites. The citizens seemed unhurried and not into hassling tourists.  I found Szeged as beautiful as any 

acknowledged European beauty spot. I was full of questions to our kind and patient hosts – and their generosity of spirit dou-

bled the enjoyment. 

The amount of effort and preparation put into our visit, especially by Tibi, into feeding and entertaining all the delegates from so 

many countries, even continents, seeing beautiful sights such as the illuminated water tower, historic university library and else-

where - all the while in excellent English, was astounding.  Our party included the Cambridge Mayor and Council Leader and 

their respective wives.  

The fun and music of the Bridge Fair was one highlight another was the trip to the thermal baths with the lovely onion architec-

ture at Máko.  Julia and I were taken to relax and swim there by Agi - and I had to pinch myself to convince myself it was not a 

wonderful dream, that I was really there having such a treat. 

To my hosts, I say Egesegedre with thanks for making me feel like royalty.  To my non Hungarian readers, I would say you are 

really missing the treat of a lifetime. Go before the rest of the world discovers this gem.  I am besotted with Szeged and would 

love to keep it to myself - but must not be selfish!  G Marklew. May 2016. 

 

Financial Summary from James Oram, Treasurer. 

The year was saw fewer events and lighter finances accordingly, finishing the year with a surplus of just over £440. 

The largest income items after the City Council grant was the collection from a successful concert given by Lindesay 

Dixon in March which raised nearly £300, so our thanks to Lindesay.  As with last year’s garden party one of our 

committee members, Prof. Rowland Wymer generously hosted us in his beautiful family garden (and kitchen); many 

thanks to him and all those who contributed food for the event.  This year we have budgeted £750 from our restrict-

ed fund for the Shakespeare exchange, in early stages of planning and may still prove too difficult. If the society’s 

financial commitment is called on it will reduce the restricted fund to around £270. The fund came from a single 

large donation from a member some years ago to be allocated to specific projects. We think this cultural exchange 

project fits the bill very well and we hope it can work, if any member’s would like to support this financially  or oth-

erwise, their contribution would be welcome.  We have increased the budget for events this year given the much 

fuller programme for our 30th anniversary year celebrations, and expect costs to  exceed income as a result. 

A full account of our financial activity and budget for the coming year will be presented at our AGM.  


